
Chapter Seventeen 

The Shadowy Figure in the Deeper Temple 

 Bonnie and I went down into tunnel and into the deeper portions of the temple. I was glad 

that I had kept my flashlight we me and with good batteries still otherwise would not have been 

able to see. The inside of the tunnel was that dark. Oh, by the way did I mention it was also 

freezing. Holy cow! I had never felt such coldness as I did as Bonnie and I went through the dark 

tunnel. True, the second floor had been icy cold, but this was even colder. I could tell Bonnie 

was bothered by the cold even more than I was.  

 “Stop,” Bonnie said as we stopped in the dark tunnel. 

 “What’s the matter?” I asked. 

 “I’m not feeling so well,” Bonnie complained. 

 “Oh no,” I said as Bonnie fainted and fell onto the floor.  

 “Please stay with me,” I cried as I grabbed her and stood her up onto the feet. It was then 

I saw the marks that was on her neck and arm was now running down her chest and stomach and 

was also spreading to her other arm as well. 

 “Save yourself Alex,” Bonnie faintly said. 

 “Oh no. You will not die on me Bonnie,” I said. “Even if I have to carry you the rest of 

the way I will.”  

 “Please,” Bonnie whispered as she again fell onto the ground unconscious. I grabbed the 

pouch on her waist and began mixing the herbs as I had seen her do before. Surely, it could not 

be that hard I said to myself. I continued to mix it for a few minutes and after I mixed it enough, 

I began putting the medicine on her. I had no doubt she was being slowly poisoned, that much 



was obvious but what was less obvious was what was causing the poison to begin to act faster. 

Maybe it was the cold environment I said to myself. After all she did not get poisoned until after 

our duel with Jungle Master. Despite the cold environment being a possibility in her condition 

worsening I thought there were perhaps other factors involved though I kept the thoughts to 

myself. I did not want Bonnie to hear me mumble and perhaps get scared and make her condition 

worsen. After a few minutes she stood back up appearing more worn than I had ever seen her. 

 “Alex,” Bonnie whispered. 

 “It’s okay,” I said. 

 “You should not-,” Bonnie began. 

 “Not helped you,” I said. “Don’t talk like that.” 

 “I’m going to be a burden,” she said. “And we don’t know how far this tunnel goes.” 

 Despite her sickly appearance Bonnie appeared to be keenly aware of her surroundings 

which was good I said to myself. It was colder than crap, but no matter what we had to press on 

though I was not going to do so without her. As a former boy scout, I had always learned the 

value of team work and never leaving anyone behind. I did not do it then and I certainly was not 

going to do it now.  

 “You’re not a burden,” I assured her. “Your as much as part of this team as I am.” 

 Bonnie smiled. “You always do have a way to brighten things up. Always making things 

better than they are or should be.” 

 “I cannot help but try to always look at the bright side of things. If I became negative all 

the time I would become depressed and get down and-,” I said. “Well, let’s just not even think 

about it.” 

 “Still,” Bonnie said as she stood up. “I want you to promise me something.” 



 “Promise you what?” I asked, despite that I got a sickening feeling what Bonnie was 

going to make me promise her. 

 “That you will not risk yourself or the mission for me,” Bonnie said. 

 “That’s nonsense. You’re going to make it,” I protested. 

 “Maybe I will,” Bonnie added. “Or maybe I won’t but if I should fall before the mission 

is done, I want you to leave me.” 

 “Leave you?” I said, with disbelief in my voice. This was the hardest thing she had ever 

asked me to do. Well, hardest thing that anyone asked for that matter.  

 “Yes. Promise me?” Bonnie said. 

 I hesitated. I did not want to make a promise that I knew I was certain to break. My word 

was my life. My friendship with her meant just as much if not more. I could not live without 

either I said to myself and for her to put me into a position of having to chose one or the other 

was unfair. She patiently waited for my answer until she ran out of patience a few minutes later. 

 “Well. Do you promise?” Bonnie asked again. 

 I sighed. “I promise.” 

 “Alex,” Bonnie said before she fell onto the floor again in agony. I did not know what 

was happening until she grabbed the right side of her stomach. I took the pouch I still had from 

her and in it I saw a little bottle. I was not sure what it was as I opened it and as I did I 

recognized that it was some kind of medicine. I gave Bonnie the bottle which she quickly drank. 

After that she regained her composure as she stood up again. 

 “Take it easy. It is that poison. I am still not even sure what it was the Jungle Master 

doppelganger hit you with,” I said. 

 “Thanks,” Bonnie said. “Lead the way. I am right behind you.” 



****************** 

 I was not sure what I gave Bonnie to drink but whatever it was it did help her better than 

the magical powder and herbs I had been putting on her. She managed to keep up with mostly 

though on a few occasions she had to stop to catch her breath. We finally arrived in a large 

underground room that for the most part was filled with the same purple poison that we saw 

outside the temple. Yes, there was a path to get across without us having to jump to get to which 

relieved me, but I was still somewhat discomforted by the amount of poison we saw. I also 

turned and looked through the rest of the room and saw two huge gigantic mosquito looking 

insects that were flying on the opposite side of the room. I was not sure what they were exactly 

but I quickly began to get the feeling they were not friendly as the two insects immediately 

turned and as they did they began flying towards us. 

 “Let’s go Bonnie,” I shouted. Bonnie and I ran as fast as we could from the insects. I 

pushed Bonnie in front of me so that if the mosquitoes were to attack, they would attack me and 

not here. Bonnie, despite being terrified ran as fast as she could. I had taken my sword out in 

case the mosquito looking creatures did try to attack. One of the creatures did take out its rather 

large stinger and began pointing its tail at me like it was getting ready to sting.  

 Despite my paralyzing fear of wasps, bees, hornets, and other stinging creatures I held 

my ground. My friend Bonnie and the mission of trying to figure out what happened to the 

Jungle Master and people were far more important to me than some fear that I needed to 

overcome anyway. The mosquito looking creature continued to point its stinger at me and as it 

approached I took a swing and cut its stinger off as the creature continued to fly until it the wall a 

moment later. The second creature immediately turned around and began pointing its stinger at 



me too. Like I did with the first creature I patiently waited until it got close and as it did I took 

swing and sliced it in half. Bonnie, stood there watching and smiling as I again turned to her. 

 “Let’s keep going. There is no telling how many more there are,” I said as Bonnie again 

began leading us. I followed her and watched our backside in case anything else decided to try to 

strike from behind. In truth I should had been paying attention from the front. Little did I realize 

that as I was watching from the back I failed to see black smoke forming on the walls of both 

sides of the room. Bonnie and I continued until we reached another room which we saw was like 

the room that we fought the Jungle Master doppelganger.  

 True it was large and there were old dead vines and plants covering the walls but other 

than that the room was completely devoid. Bonnie stood there in the center of the room 

paralyzed with fear. I turned around in time to see the dark clouds forming together and as I did, 

I saw what appeared to be a humanoid creature that was coming out of it. Or at least it appeared 

as though it was human. 

 If it was human, it was one of the ugliest and scariest looking humans I had ever seen. I 

still was not one percent certain if what I was seeing was truly human. True, it had a humanoid 

body. It looked like me and Bonnie at least in terms of body structure. It did have a head, chest, 

thigh, legs and feet but however its head looked more like skull. For a moment I thought that 

perhaps we were looking at the Jungle Master doppelganger’s ghost but I began to get a 

sickening feeling it was far worse than that. 

 The Jungle Master doppelganger when it’s face was revealed had fiery eyes. Not only 

that but it appeared that it had fire coming from its mouth too almost like a dragon. No, this was 

different I said to myself.  Here, it did not appear to have fiery eyes. The humanoid figure’s eyes 

were pure black. It was so black that it appeared to drain out any and all light from the area 



where it was. Not only was the room getting darker, even my flashlight could not penetrate the 

darkness that it was producing, I said to myself but the room was getting colder by the second. 

Have you ever been so cold that you felt like your entire body was shutting down and I mean 

literally shutting down? That was how Bonnie and I were feeling at the moment. Slowly but 

surely we felt bits and pieces of ourselves, our minds and bodies shutting down.  

 “You,” I said as I began shivering. “You will not.” 

 The shadowy figure screeched and as it did, we felt the temple shake. I turned and saw 

that some of the vines that were hanging on the wall now fell onto the ground. The shadowy 

figure again began slowly walking to us. I again stood in front of Bonnie, who now was 

completely frozen with fear. She was still alive for the time being I saw but I suspected she 

would not be for long if I did not figure out how to take care of this figure that now stood before 

us. 

 “You will not win,” I said. 

 The shadowy figure again screeched though this time as it did it shot out a large blast of 

ice. I held my shield up to defend myself against the artic blast though it had very little effect. 

Although I had not been killed by the blast I knew I was nearly frozen still. Poor Bonnie I said to 

myself despite her best efforts to defend herself as she too was holding her shield, I saw she had 

been frozen solid. I turned to the shadowy figure angrier than I had ever felt in my life. 

 “YOU,” I shouted again. “WILL NOT WIN.” 

 The figure again screamed and as it did I saw more vines and plants fall from the walls 

and ceilings. I stood there in front of the shadowy figure more focused to. He had killed my 

friend and now he or whatever it was I did not care was now going to pay.  

 “I AM NOT AFRAID OF YOU,” I shouted. 



 I waited for a minute. The shadowy figure did not scream this time but rather began to 

speak and though I could not understand what it was saying I had no doubt it was anything good. 

 “                

  ” the shadowy figure said. 

 “I AM NOT AFRAID OF YOU,” I again shouted. 

 “   ,” the shadowy figure said as it turned itself into a huge skull whose 

eyes were glaring as red and orange as the fire in the heart of a volcano. Despite fear creeping 

into my mind I stood firm. 

 “Never,” I again shouted. 

 The shadowy figure raced to me and while I thought this would be the end of me by the 

time the figure got close enough to me it disappeared. I saw the black dark smoke that the figure 

had been in slowly disappear. Not only that but I saw the temple was becoming warmer and 

warmer and more light was also coming into the temple even here in the deepest parts. And to 

make things better I saw the next room as well as the door behind it which led to somewhere 

outside. Finally, we were getting somewhere but my happiness quickly turned sour as I turned 

and saw Bonnie still lying on the ground frozen.  

 “Bonnie,” I said. Despite the warmth that was now filling the room Bonnie remained 

frozen. Her body was so stiff that at a glance you could have said she had been dead for some 

time. It was that frozen and stiff. Fear and anger crept up into my mind as I continued to look at 

her. Finally, I fell onto the floor and wept like I had never wept before. “Bonnie. NO! BONNIE”  

 


